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Abstract.   

The search for new compounds with antifungal 

activity has become very important, mainly due 

to the large increase of fungal infections and also 

the appearance of antifungal resistant strains 

available in the market, as well as for use for pest 

control. Medicinal plants represent an alternative 

for the substitution of these synthetic fungicides 

for natural products, since they have a large 

quantity and variety of secondary metabolites 

with biological properties, among them, 

phenylpropanoids. Therefore, the present study 

aims to investigate the in silico antimicrobial and 

toxicological potential of 2-Methoxy-4-

propenylphenol (isoeugenol) through 

computational analysis. For this, the Prediction of 

Activity Spectra for Substances (PASS online), 

Molinspiration and Osiris software were used. 

PASS online showed that isoeugenol has the 

opportunity to present antiseptic (Pa: 0.571 and 

Pi: 0.009), antifungal (Pa: 0.492 and Pi: 0.032), 

antibacterial (Pa: 0.379 and Pi: 0.035), 

antimycobacterial (Pa: and Pi: 0.022) and 

antihelmintic (Pa: 0.335 and Pi: 0.028), mainly 

against nematoda (Pi: 0.562 and Pa: 0.009). 

Molinspiration showed that the phytoconstituent 

has good potential for oral bioavailability, with 

nDLH = 1, nALH = 2, mass = 164.2 Da and 
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 cLogP = 2.38. In the analysis with the Osiris 

program, it was demonstrated that isoeugenol has 

low irritant (1) and tumorigenic risk (1), and high 

mutagenic risk and high reproductive toxicity. In 

view of this instilled study, it was possible to 

verify that the compound is a potential candidate 

for in vitro and in vivo studies of antimicrobial 

and toxicological action and to prove the data 

obtained from the computational analysis.  

 

Introduction 

The occurrence of antifungal resistance cases used in clinical practice has made the search for 

new molecules with potential biological activity increasingly subject to studies related to antimicrobial 

activity [1-2]. Thus, the search for new substances capable of combating fungal infections, or even 

improving the action of antifungal agents commonly used in the clinic, may be a promising path to fight 

against resistance and reduce the limitations of conventional treatment, such as adverse effects and high 

toxicity [3], not only in human use, but also in pest control in agriculture. 

Alternatively, we have plants as sources of new biologically active compounds. The great 

quantity and diversity of secondary plant metabolites has been attracting the interest of researchers from 

different areas of science, who see in plants a promising source for the discovery of molecules with 

potential human use, with significant commercial value in the pharmaceutical, food, agronomic and 

cosmetic [4]. These studies are important for the discovery of compounds with biological activities, since 

their structural diversity of these substances is greater than that presented by most of the combinatorial 

strategies carried out on heterocyclic compounds [5]. These characteristics give these compounds a 

greater possibility of becoming tools in the fight against diseases, among them microbial infections. 

To help in this search for new molecules, medical chemistry emerges as a major tool. The aim of 

medical chemistry is the planning, discovery, identification, preparation and understanding of the 

molecular action functioning of biologically active compounds [6]. Medical chemistry also takes into 

account metabolism, chemical structure and pharmacological activity [7]. 

The use of computational tools brought more speed and efficiency in the development of new 

drugs. The in silico drug discovery process involves the identification of the target of interest (receptor 

structure), the choice of compounds from inhibitor bases, evaluation of protein interaction with possible 

inhibitors, and calculation of pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic properties of possible inhibitors 

[6]. 

Given this perspective and knowing that the antifungal activity of natural compounds has been 

scientifically attributed to essential oils, extracts, coumarins, terpenes, flavonoids, amides, alkaloids and 

even phenylpropanoids [8-11], the aim of this study was to investigate the in silico antimicrobial and 

toxicological potential of 2-Methoxy-4-propenylphenol (isoeugenol) phenylpropanoide by means of 

computational analysis. 

. 

Materials and Methods (optional) 

The computational analyzes of the antimicrobial activities and toxicological risk of isoeugenol 

were carried out using the online PASS software, Molinspiration Molecule Viewer and Osíris. 
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The "Prediction of Activity Spectra for Substances" - PASS online is software designed to 

evaluate the overall biological potential of an organic molecule on the human organism, according to its 

structural arrangement. The spectrum of biological activities of a chemical compound is the set of 

different types of biological activities, which reflect the results of interaction of the compound with 

various biological entities. In this way, the online PASS provides several facets of the biological action 

of a compound, obtaining the indexes Pa (probability of being active) and Pi (probability of being 

inactive) by estimating the categorization of a potential compound to belong to the subclass of active or 

inactive compounds, respectively [12]. 

The Molinspiration Molecule Viewer software allows the perception of molecules using 

sophisticated Bayesian statistics, which combine the structures and properties of the representative active 

compound in the specific target with the structures of inactive molecules, to recognize typical 

substructure characteristics of the active molecules. This program is capable of evaluating the molecule 

providing several parameters, among them the ability to predict the probability of the compound to act 

on certain pharmacological targets [13-14]. 

To verify the toxicity and theoretical pharmacokinetic parameters of isoeugenol, the compound 

was subjected to the in silico study of ADMET parameters (absorption, distribution, metabolism, 

excretion and toxicity) using the Osiris program. This online tool is able to predict the toxicity of the 

substance by comparing its chemical structure with molecular fragments whose defined toxicity is found 

in a database. The toxicity results are expressed as mutagenic, tumorigenic, irritability and effects on the 

reproductive system [15]. 

After analysis, the software provided the potential of druglikeness and drug-score that are related 

to topological descriptors, and other properties such as cLogP and molecular mass, in addition to 

theoretical analysis of mutagenic, tumorigenic, irritant and reproduction effects. The results obtained 

were then classified from a scale of 1 to 3, where: 1 means absence of toxicity, 2 moderate toxicity and 

3 severe toxicity. In addition to reporting the possible toxicity of a molecule, Osiris is able to report 

important physicochemical parameters in predicting the theoretical oral bioavailability of the drug under 

study. These parameters are: partition coefficient (water / oil) - cLogP, molecular weight, number of 

hydrogen acceptors - nALH, number of hydrogen donors - nDLH [15]. 

To verify whether the compound can be planned for oral administration, an analysis based on the 

"Rule of Five" was performed, as described by Lipinski [16]. In this rule, if the molecule shows scores 

of at least 3 parameters meeting the requirements (cLogP ≤ 5, molecular weight <500 daltons; nALH ≤ 

10; nDLH ≤ 5), the molecule will theoretically present a good oral bioavailability. 

.. 

Results and Discussion (optional) 

After analysis of the probable biological activities of isoeugenol through the online PASS, more 

than 522 activities with more than 30% of the probability of being active (Pa> 30%) were obtained, of 

this total, 49 activities have a high probability of occurrence > 70%). The computational study revealed 

the activities most likely to be exerted by the compound. Among the 522 activities with a chance of 

being performed by isoeugenol, we highlight the antimicrobials: antiseptic (Pa: 0.571 and Pi: 0.009), 

antifungal (Pa: 0.492 and Pi: 0.032), antibacterial (Pa: 0.379 and Pi: 0.035), antimycobacterial (Pa: 0.478 

and Pi: 0.022) and antihelmintic (Pa: 0.335 and Pi: 0.028), mainly against nematoda (Pi: 0.562 and Pa: 

0.009). 

These antimicrobial activities can be attributed to several characteristics of isoeugenol reported 

in the literature. Bhatia et al. [17] found that the antifungal activity of isoeugenol against strains of 
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Candida spp. is due to the ability to inhibit H + pumping through plasma membrane ATPase and 

alteration of fungal membrane permeability. These data are supported by the results of the online PASS 

analysis, which demonstrates that the phytoconstituent has a considerable chance of exerting instability 

in the fungal plasma membrane as a membrane permeability potencilizer (Pa: 0,408 and Pi: 0,054) and 

membrane integrity antagonist (Pa: 0.316 and Pi: 0.105). These data support the hypothesis advocated 

by Sikemma et al. [18] and Gill et al. [19] that attribute to isoeugenol the destabilizing action of the 

fungal membrane due to its chemical structure. 

Next, the molecular properties of isoeugenol, based on molecular descriptors using Lipinski's 

rule of five, were calculated in the Molinspiration Online Property Calculation Toolkit software (Table 

1). Lipinski's rule of five establishes some structural parameters relevant to the theoretical prediction of 

the oral bioavailability profile, which is added to the absorption and permeability of possible drugs and 

depends on five parameters: (1) number of hydrogen bonding groups (nALH ) less than or equal to 10; 

(2) number of donor hydrogen bonding groups (nDLH) less than or equal to 5; (3) molecular mass (MM) 

less than or equal to 500 g / mol; (4) octanol-water partition coefficient (milog P) less than or equal to 

5; (5) polar surface area (PSA) less than or equal to 140 Å. Molecules that violate more than one of these 

rules may have problems with bioavailability. 

 

Table 1 - The theoretical analysis of the physico-chemical properties of isoeugenol required for 

theoretical oral bioavailability compared to the standard of the Lipinski’s rule of five - Osiris 

 

Phytoconstituent 

Parameters for Bioavailability Evaluation 

nDLH nALH Da cLogP 

Isoeugenol  1 2 164.20 2.38 

Padrão da “Regra dos 

cinco” Lipinski 

= 5 = 10 < 500          < 5 

nDLH: Number of hydrogen donors; nALH: Number of hydrogen acceptors; Da: Molecular weight; cLogP: 

Partition coefficient water: oil. 

 

Analyzing the results obtained in Osiris through Lipinski's "Rule of Five" [16], it was verified 

that isoeugenol presents a good theoretical oral bioavailability, since all the physicochemical parameters 

evaluated for this molecule presented within the cut established by the "Rule of Five" Lipinski.  

The study of drug likeness and drug score was performed using the Osiris Property Explorer 

program (Table 2). Drugcore values between 0.1 and 1.0 and a positive value for drug likeness indicate 

that the molecule evaluated contains frequent groups in commercial drugs. The theoretical toxic effects 

evaluated were mutagenicity, tumorogenicity, irritant effects and human reproduction through color (red 

= high risk, yellow = moderate risk and green = no risk). 

 

Table 2. Risk of toxicity of isoeugenol compared to standard antifungal (voriconazole) calculated using 

Osiris Property Explorer software. 

Compounds 
Toxicity risk 

MUT TUMO IRRI REP 
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Isoeugenol  
    

Voriconazole   
    

         : Nontoxic;      : Highlytoxic; MUT: Mutagenic; TUMO: Tumorigenic; IRRI: Irritant; REP: 

Reproductive effective. 

 

According to the in silico toxicity analysis of the compound, it has been found that it does not 

present a risk of being irritant and tumorigenic. Although it has demonstrated a high risk of being 

mutagenic and presenting reproductive toxic effects, these data do not exclude it from being a drug 

candidate, since other antimicrobial drugs, such as itraconazole, also present a high tumorigenic and 

mutagenic risk [20]. 

. 

Conclusions 

The in silico study identified the antimicrobial potential of isoeugenol, as was expected according 

to the literature, and identified the phytoconstituent toxic profile likely to be developed by the compound 

when in contact with the organism. Thus, this preliminary computational analysis allows us to continue 

the studies of isoeugenol in other experimental models. 

. 
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